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and their exploitation on the stages of carnival
freak-shows, to their consignment within the
realm of science. These “freaks” and “monsters”
now require genetic or surgical reconstruction,
or, if discovered early enough, elimination alto-
gether. The images displayed in Foreign Body
force us to consider illness and disfigurement,
and in doing so provide a basis for us to contem-
plate and argue the role of medicine in shaping
the human condition. Does medical intervention
strive to increase a person’s standard of living, or
has it become a process of normalization?

Jonah Samson
Fourth-year medical student
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS

Ode
My white coat

houses my prescription pad,
stethoscope and reference manuals

in roomy pockets —
as deep as insecurity —

tethering my tools to myself,
otherwise scattered and fragmented,

my brain a pulsating collage,
stories pushed down, one on top of

another, no space between:
a baby wails with his first shot,

a young woman dreams of death,
an elderly man struggles for breath, 

and so it goes on …

My white coat
masks swollen letdown milk,

soaking into tired office days;
it hides where a button flies off

in the morning rush between
a child’s drowsy goodbye —

softness on my cheek —
and the smile lingering

in twilight, on a hospital bed …

My white coat
divides me from pus, and

sputum, and
blood, and

grief inside 
eyes that would suck me in and

wring me dry,
whirling me around and around

a heady, confusing vortex:
doctor …

mother, sister, friend …

Postlude
In the year 2000,

mourning past ways,
I unmask for

appearances correct,
grey and neutral:

stethoscope looped around my neck,
Kleenex box placed between us —

where I can reach into it —
medical texts minimized

to the Palm Pilot
housed at my waist,

my white coat gone.

Ruth Elwood Martin
Family physician
Vancouver, BC

My white coat

It has become aphoristic to say that we
Canadians view our publicly-funded

health care system as a defining feature of
our national identity. One might find it cu-
rious, then, that this sense of ourselves is so
seldom reflected in our literature. Wilder-
ness, survival, isolation, cultural tensions,
our un-Americanness: all of these are in the
Canadian literary canon, but rare is any
mention of the Sturm und Drang of health
care. We mused aloud about what Can lit
would look like if it were rewritten to re-
flect our national pastime of debating
medicare reform. We offer this preliminary
list, with apologies to the nation’s literary
lights, past and present. — CMAJ

As for Me and My Health
The Budget Carvers
Better Not Fall On Your Knees
The Doc Who Wouldn’t Be
My Remarkable Premier
Roughing It in the Hospital
Sinking
The Shift That Ends the Night
Sphygmomanometer Rising
Stays of Short Duration 
Such a Long Waiting List
They Shall Inherit the Problem
The Tin Ear
Two-tier Solitudes
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